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SINCE THE EARLY 2000S GOVERNMENTS WORLDWIDE ARE
ADAPTING ANALOG OPERATING MODELS OF NATIONAL
AND LOCAL GOVERNANCE IN FAVOUR OF DIGITIZED
COUNTERPARTS. THIS UNPRECEDENTED DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION HAS GIVEN RISE TO A PARADIGM SHIFT
THAT HAS CHANGED THE NOTION OF GOVERNMENT AS A
PROVIDER OF SOLUTIONS TO GOVERNMENT AS A DIGITAL
FACILITATOR.

This infrastructural modernization brings incredible potential for innovation. In a
time when the Internet and its associated technologies have such a vast and farreaching impact on diverse social dynamics, it becomes ever more important for
governments to not only keep up with such transformations but to carefully assess
their role in this technological landscape. Living as part of a “Platform Society”,
Governments around the world not only have to regulate this platform ecosystem,
but also be an integral part of it. As such, they need to audit their own practices
when interacting with citizens and third parties, and strive to set an example
when exercising their duty of guardianship over public values such as democracy,
privacy, transparency and accessibility.
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Numerous authors have acknowledged this necessity, which has notably been
discussed through the concept of “Government as a Platform” (GaaP). It’s
original coiner, Tim O’Reilly, in his homonymous article (2011), advocates for an
active role of Governments in this transformation, which would open them up to
more participative models of governance and change the traditional top-down
relationship with civil society and third parties. The term has since acquired a
for cross-departmental collaboration, co-creation and feedback loops for policymaking, as well as public-private partnership creation and multi-stakeholder
the context of this project, we understand GaaP as embodying the following
fundamental dimensions:

• LEADERSHIP DEDICATED TO INNOVATION
• INFRASTRUCTURE AS FACILITATOR
• DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL
• CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
• TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATION
• USER CENTRICITY ACROSS SERVICE LAYERS
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Our positioning signals the importance of distinguishing between ‘Platform for
Government’ and ‘Government as a Platform’. In support of the latter, we move
closer to a more collaborative ethos and practice: from a traditional top-down
mode of organizing to a disruptive horizontal mode; from a passive consumption of
(digital) services, into their active co-creation; from simple open access to full open
participation.

THIS BOOKLET OFFERS AN INSPIRATIONAL
SCAN OF GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES
WORLDWIDE.

The underlying notions of citizen engagement in innovation and the digital
transformation of governments, appear as important in the context of the
UN Sustainable Development agenda. Not only participatory democracy is a
fundamental development indicator, but according to the UN E-Government survey,
the digital transformation of governments has the potential to correlatively impact
a number of other Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), such as SDG 3 (Good
Health and Well-being), 4 (Quality Education), 5 and 10 (Gender Equality and
Reduced Inequalities), and 8 (Decent Work and Economic Growth).

CASES ARE GEOGRAPHICAL DIVERSE AND
AIM TO ILLUSTRATE DIFFERENT PHASES OF
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN GOVERNMENT.
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“

WHAT KIND OF
SOCIETY DO
WE WANT?
“

“...WHAT VALUES NEED TO INFORM THE ONLINE
SYSTEMS THAT HAVE BECOME SO INSIDIOUS IN
ORGANIZING OUR SOCIETIES?”
- Martijn De Wall, ‘The Platform Society, 2018

STRATEGIES
FOR ADDED
VALUE

17

LEADERSHIP DEDICATED
TO INNOVATION

INFRASTRUCTURE AS
FACILITATOR

CULTIVATION OF A
COLLABORATIVE CULTURE

TRANSPARENT
COMMUNICATION

DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY
FOR ALL

USER CENTRICITY ACROSS
SERVICE LAYERS

From each of the case studies we distilled three layers
of analysis- values, strategies and initiatives. Here you
to select, as our guiding principals for all governments
undertaking a digital transformation process. Each of the
cases within the book highlights these principals , with
example initiatives within each case study.

LEADERSHIP DEDICATED
TO INNOVATION

INFRASTRUCTURE
AS FACILITATOR

A UNIFIED GROUP COMMITTED TO
DEVELOPING STRATEGIES FOR SHORT,
MID RANGE AND LONG TERM GOALS
REGARDING DIGITAL GOVERNMENT
TRANSFORMATION.

AN EFFORT TO DEVELOP THE BEST
AVAILABLE INFRASTRUCTURE IN ORDER
TO ENSURE THE PROTECTION OF DATA
AND DIGITAL OPERATIONS, AS WELL
AS AN OPTIMAL FUNCTIONING OF
SERVICES
IMPLEMENT ASK ONCE POLICY
BUILD FUNDAMENTAL FRAMEWORK

ASSIGN A DEDICATED
GOVERNMENTAL BODY
to form a specialized team responsible for thorough
digital innovation, providing accountability and
standardization of strategies and practices

DEFINE A DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION ROADMAP
that will guide the development and implementation
according to clear and attainable goals

INCREASE EMPLOYABILITY
ATTRACTIVENESS
In order to attract new and specialised talent in digital
transformation with fresh and innovative perspectives

DEVELOP IMPLEMENTATION PHASES
that can deliver paced adaptation and clarity of
processes in an incremental way

projects in an integrated and standardized way

so that personal data is disclosed by users through
a one-time operation and data is stored centrally and
safely and called when needed, avoiding the dispersion
of data and repetitive data requests to the user

INTEGRATE WIDER NETWORKS

APPLY ENCRYPTION MEASURES

by employing state-of-the-art ICT services, such as
Cloud Computing and IoT, to make cross- sharing

to ensure the secure transmittal of data among
governmental and third-party services and enforce
controlled access to sensitive personal data

INTRODUCE A ‘DIGITAL PASSPORT’

MAKE SERVICES INTEROPERABLE

By initiating and enabling services such as E-ID or

By making use and creating open source codes of
applications with the aim of opening them up so that
third parties can integrate additions or improvements

authentication of users

DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY
FOR ALL

CULTIVATION OF A
COLLABORATIVE CULTURE

A COMMITMENT TOWARDS MAKING
DIGITAL SERVICES ACCESSIBLE FOR
CITIZENS OF ALL RACES, ABILITIES
AND SOCIOECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS,
WHILE FIGHTING FOR GLOBAL DIGITAL
EQUITY AND LITERACY

AN ASPIRATION TO CREATE AN
INCLUSIVE AND SHARED VISION AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF GaaP THROUGH
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS,
AVOIDING A ONE-SIDED AND TOP-DOWN
MODELS OF DECISION MAKING.

MAXIMIZE PUBLIC WIFI COVERAGE
to ensure free access and availability of public online
services

SET MINIMUM USABILITY STANDARDS

MEET PEOPLE WHERE THEY ARE

including accessible graphics, alternative forms of
website navigation or language options that will
ensure an inclusive online experience

By integrating new services with existing ones,
adapting to the public’s preferred modes of
communication

INCREASE DIGITAL LITERACY
Inside and outside governmental bodies by facilitating or actively training citizens and public servants in
using newly implemented digital technologies

BUILD CROSS DEPARTMENTAL SYNERGIES

INTRODUCE GOVERNMENT AS A BRIDGE

Within the government to harness intelligence from
different disciplines and teams and foster a working

Bringing together public and private initiatives,
academia, entrepreneurs and investors, in order to
boost innovation and collaboration

CREATE A UNIFIED SOURCE
OF INFORMATION

ENGAGE THE PUBLIC

JOIN DIGITAL GOVERNMENT ALLIANCES

that acts as a single access point for browsing and
accessing all digital government services

By opening up opportunities for public e-participation
in decision making, promoting public engagement in
the development and evaluation of digital services

In order to build a network of like-minded
governments from which to learn, get inspired and
collaborate to solve common challenges

TRANSPARENT
COMMUNICATION

USER CENTRICITY
ACROSS SERVICE LAYERS

ADOPTING A COMMUNICATION
STRATEGY COMMITTED TO
TRANSPARENCY IN THE USE OF
PERSONAL DATA AND OPENNESS TO
PUBLIC FEEDBACK, AIMING TO BUILD
TRUST IN DIGITAL GOVERNMENT
INTERFACES.

A COMMITMENT TO DEVELOPING
SERVICES WITH A FOCUS ON
USER NEEDS AND EXPERIENCE, BY
GIVING USERS MORE CHOICES AND
FLEXIBILITY WHEN NAVIGATING AN
ONLINE SERVICE.

FOLLOW ‘EXPLAIN WHY’ PRINCIPLE

CREATE ‘OPT-IN/OUT’ SCENARIOS

by sharing the reason personal data is requested
at each stage of a service and communicating data
usage and third-party access to it, build user trust

DEFINE DIGITAL PUBLIC VALUES

by introducing online services in separate and
optional ‘modules’ that enable the user to switch to

across all platforms and services

ESTABLISH EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

SHARE GOVERNMENT DATA

PERFORM USABILITY TESTING

via channels that empower users to share feedback,
report issues or request support, and facilitate a direct
dialogue between service creators and users.

such as budget allocation, collected big/urban data,
or government performance measures to boost

of service design iterations and hold public feedback
sessions to discover factors that might undermine
user experience before launching any online service

PUT USER NEEDS FIRST
by employing user research and public co-creation
sessions at the start of any service design initiative,
to discover existing service blind-spots that can
inform their digital counterparts
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ASIA &
OCEANIA

HONG KONG
SINGAPORE

SOUTH KOREA
AUSTRALIA

ASIA & OCEANIA
“At the heart of a Collaborative Government is an effective and innovative workforce operating in an environment that supports
inter-agency collaboration empowered by ICT.” -MINISTER FOR INTERIOR AND SAFETY

SINGAPORE

“A GOVERNMENT THAT IS DIGITAL TO THE CORE, AND SERVES
WITH HEART”
Singapore has been a pioneer in the
digitization of government services
since the 80’s but it was with the
implementation of the 2011-2015
e-Government Master Plan that
a move towards participative
forms of digital interaction began,
and the application of open
data principles started taking
shape. The current approach,
undertaken by the joint effort of
governmental special agencies
like GovTech Singapore and Smart
NationSingapore, continues the
line of building e-Government
collaboratively and expands
the relationship with citizens to
give it a personalized feel. The
central strategies being applied
in the current Digital Government
Blueprint for 2023 revolve around
the integration of services serving
different users’ needs; the strive for

a strong integration of technology,
processes and policies; building
platforms according to common
data and digital principles; working
for enhanced reliability, resilience
and security of systems; and
promoting digital literacy and
innovation.
The projects and programmes
being developed are an effort of
collaboration between different
governmental agencies and fall
into three categories: citizens,
businesses and government.
These range from a portal of
publicly available datasets from 70
public agencies, an app for young
parents and seniors that delivers
information and the possibility to
interact with related government
services in one platform, and a
platform that serves as a digital
ecosystem for trade, called the

Networked Trade Platform. The
Networked Trade Platform is a
digital platform where different
actors in the trade value chain can
access different related services,
in a centralized and networked
way, for example, taking care
of insurance for shipments or
customs’ declarations. Such a
project is an example of how
Singapore is trying to act as a
bridge between citizens, business
and government. The Moments
of Life app is another example
of this. At the moment it offers
the opportunity for new parents
to take care of key tasks, like
registering their baby, getting
aims to cover other life moments
as well, like the ones related to
the retirement of elderly citizens.

INFRASTRUCTURE AS FACILITATOR
BUILD FUNDAMENTAL FRAMEWORK
MAKE SERVICES INTEROPERABLE

CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
ENGAGE THE PUBLIC
BUILD CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL SYNERGIES
JOIN DIGITAL GOVERNMENT ALLIANCES
INTRODUCE ‘GOVERNMENT AS A BRIDGE’

LEADERSHIP DEDICATED TO INNOVATION
ASSIGN A DEDICATED GOVERNMENTAL BODY

SINGAPORE
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ASIA & OCEANIA

“Warm e-government, embracing all the people”

-MINISTER FOR INTERIOR AND SAFETY

SOUTH KOREA

SOUTH KOREA’S RAPID DEVELOPMENT IS CONNECTED TO ITS
PLACE AMONG ONE OF THE WORLD’S LEADING NATIONS IN
TERMS OF E-GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT,
TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATION
and implementation, having
managed to successfully promote
citizen’s participation in its
e-government projects. On a
national level the e-government
initiatives and implementations are
coordinated by the Ministry of the
Interior and Safety, and managed
by the National Computing &
Information Agency (NCIA),
providing services like real-time
reporting of inconveniences
created in public places to relevant
government agencies or real-time
monitoring on disasters such as
national strategy is to expand
this intelligent government model
into a full operating smart nation
that makes use of emerging
technologies such as IoT, mobile,
cloud and big data expand its reach
and applications. This can generate
advancements in productivity

like the ON-line e-Procurement
System (KONEPS) - which fosters
relations between internal and
external businesses. This platform
processes and the requests for
procurement digitally, such as
contracts, registration, bidding, and
proceeding or receiving payments.
Another example is the UNI-PASS,
an online customs clearance
system, automating and processing
tax collection and payments on
import and export trade. At a
local level, a strong feature of
Seoul’s digital integration is the
open data strategy. Seoul Open

data and activation of related
industries; Enabling a paradigm
shift towards open government
and e-government; Providing
high quality public administration
service through the utilization
and analysis of public data. All
data in Seoul, except for private
data, is to be made free and open
as a rule. Citizens are invited to
develop applications using the
data through an API, and some
successful examples of these
include citizen led initiatives
such as “Our Local Nursery”
which uses Seoul’s childcare
related data to help parents

solely dedicated to the sharing of
public data - implemented by the
Seoul Metropolitan Government in
2012 aims to attain the following
goals: Creating economic value
through the application of public

Through the development of
digital tools like this, Seoul
Open Data Plaza not only helped
increasing participation but
also transparency in the relation
between government and citizens.

SHARE GOVERNMENT DATA

CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
BUILD CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL SYNERGIES

DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL
CREATE A UNIFIED SOURCE OF INFORMATION
MAXIMIZE PUBLIC WIFI COVERAGE
INCREASE DIGITAL LITERACY
MEET PEOPLE WHERE THEY ARE
SET MINIMUM USABILITY STANDARDS

SOUTH KOREA
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ASIA & OCEANIA

“The e-ID project is the framework for building a smart city in Hong Kong. Participation in the project is conducive to helping
Ping An Technology further develop the overseas practice of smart city.” - PINGAN TECHNOLOGY

HONG KONG

HONG KONG ELECTRONIC IDENTITY (E-ID) SERVICE (2020) WILL
ALLOW HONG KONG RESIDENTS TO USE A SINGLE DIGITAL
IDENTITY TO CONDUCT GOVERNMENT, AND COMMERCIAL
TRANSACTIONS ONLINE.
Alongside the MyGovHK portal and

developed by three independent
contractors, in order to enable and
Kong are currently developing a new promote safe online operations.
The main system developer was
aiming to provide electronic
selected by the government due to
identity (e-ID) from 2020. E-ID
its advanced cloud technology and
enables citizens to conduct online
facial recognition software. Privacy
transactions via unique electronic
and security are the top priorities
in the development process, and
making governmental services
biometric technology is being used
safer; and providing the blueprint
for authorisation. The present
and key electronic infrastructure
focus is in making e-ID available
in Hong Kong’s project to become
for e-government services and to
a full smart city. This secured
implement it on a voluntary basis,
online identity will serve as
as this will not replace the current
the authentication for citizens
physical ID. At a later phase e-ID
to interact with the different
will start integrating business
components to be developed and
and commerce. Its strategy is
connecting its different dimensions: to be optional in this sector, so
“Smart Mobility”, “Smart Living”,
that they can choose how to run
“Smart Environment”, “Smart
their operations. There are some
People”, “Smart Government” and
challenges associated with this
“Smart Economy”. E-ID is being
project. Past efforts towards

governmental digitization,
not popular among users, so
authorities are now envisioning
a transversal implementation
across government departments
and a strong focus on security
and privacy across platforms.
Another challenge is managing
and solving political differences
inside the government concerning
privacy and data security. The
contractor developing the project
is from mainland China and
this raises concerns regarding
possible interferences from the
mainland Chinese government.
The main takeaways are its
non-mandatory character, the
implementation of a transversal
city system and government
prioritising transparency, security
and privacy.

INFRASTRUCTURE AS FACILITATOR
INTRODUCE DIGITAL PASSPORT
BUILD FUNDAMENTAL FRAMEWORK, INTEGRATE WIDER NETWORKS,
MAKE SERVICES INTEROPERABLE
APPLY ENCRYPTION MEASURES

HONG KONG
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ASIA & OCEANIA

“Flexible, interoperable and scalable platforms can provide consistent service delivery performance and reduce duplicated
effort across government.”
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AGENCY - AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT

AUSTRALIA
CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
ENGAGE THE PUBLIC
BUILD CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL SYNERGIES
JOIN DIGITAL GOVERNMENT ALLIANCES

LEADERSHIP DEDICATED TO INNOVATION
ASSIGN A DEDICATED GOVERNMENTAL BODY
DEFINE A DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ROADMAP
DEVELOP IMPLEMENTATION PHASES

“PEOPLE ARE AT THE HEART OF EVERYTHING THAT WE DO. BY
DESIGNING AROUND THOSE WE SERVE, WE CREATE A COMMON
CAUSE TO MAKE SURE THAT GOVERNMENT CAN DELIVER AS
ONE ORGANISATION.” DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AGENCY - AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT
has dealt with the threat of cyberattacks and data breaches in the
past. This has not discouraged
the government’s digitisation of
services but contributed to a recent
restructuring and investment the
system. In a recent policy brief
the main areas of urgent action
architecture and infrastructure of
e-government, and a functioning
digital identity ecosystem with
digital signature. The goal is
to simplify interaction for both
citizens and businesses with the
government, and expand the rate of
secure services and transactions

online. The backbone of the
digital relationship between the
government and citizens is the
platform myGov, which makes
possible the safe access to diverse
governmental services. These
health insurance and elderly care to
the payment of taxes or archiving of
health records. To complement this
platform, the Australian government
has been developing a series of
applications to make their citizens’
daily lives easier and safer. Some
examples of these are: Healthdirect
app - gives possible diagnosis
and info according to symptoms

safe - gives recommendations
for new parents or Fires near
Me - gives an overview of
prevention. In order to set this
change in motion, the Australian
Digital Transformation Agency
implemented a strategy and road
map until 2015 highlighting three
strategic priorities: to transform
the government to be easily
accessible by citizens, to make a
collaborative relationship between
government and citizens, and to
These are divided into sub-goals,
detailed on the next page.

INFRASTRUCTURE AS FACILITATOR
BUILD FUNDAMENTAL FRAMEWORK
INTEGRATE WIDER NETWORKS
INTRODUCE A DIGITAL PASSPORT
MAKE SERVICES INTEROPERABLE
USER CENTRICITY ACROSS SERVICE LAYERS
CREATE ‘OPT-IN/OUT’ SCENARIOS
PUT USER NEEDS FIRST

TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATION
DEFINE DIGITAL PUBLIC VALUES
SHARE GOVERNMENT DATA

AUSTRALIA
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INFRASTRUCTURE AS FACILITATOR
BUILD FUNDAMENTAL FRAMEWORK
MAKE SERVICES INTEROPERABLE
INTEGRATE WIDER NETWORKS

- DIANA ALFARO PATRÓN, LAWYER IN CONTRACTS AND REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT

DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL

“I CAN’T SEE MYSELF WORKING WITHOUT IT TODAY. USUALLY,
IT WOULD TAKE A WEEK TO RECEIVE AN INFORMATION I
REQUESTED, TODAY WITH TWO CLICKS IN MY PHONE OR
COMPUTER, AT MY HOME OR OFFICE I CAN ACCESS THEM.”
The city of Guadalajara has
an online platform for urban
management, Visor Urbano,
created with seed capital from
Bloomberg Philanthropies and
managed by Guadalajara’s
innovation department. It contains
the city’s urban development rules
and plans. The project goal was
to create a platform that could
prevent corruption within the urban
development process by promoting
a decision making process based
upon evidence, but has the added
city time and money through a more
Besides offering features, such
as viewing viable property
spaces, licensing and reports
on constructions, the platform

offers other educational functions,
such as written guides and video
tutorials, graphic illustrations and
a page where citizens can contact
the administration to clarify doubts.
The implementation requires
such strong communication
channel between citizens and the
municipality in order for citizens
to understand the new means
of interaction and utilise the
necessary digital skills to make
full advantage of the platform.
The platform gives access to the
city’s urban development plan,
access to the Municipality’s LiDAR
technology (uses a laser scanner to
sweep earth’s surface generating
a cloud of points with up to 10
cm accuracy.), a 3D model of the
city centre, data and location of

the city’s hydraulic networks and
green areas. Visor Urbano has an
open code, making it possible for
other cities to implement their
own version of Visor Urbano.
The three main impacts of this
platform are namely decision
making based on evidence, with
the help of digitally updated
databases; saving money and
time by eliminating intermediates
in the process and costs related
to dislocation to the government
on corruption; as the platform
eliminates human interaction,
reducing the likelihood of bribery
and discretionary acts (by
government servants) during the
licensing procedures.

INCREASE DIGITAL LITERACY

CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
COLLABORATE WITH THE PUBLIC
BUILD CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL SYNERGIES

TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATION
DEFINE DIGITAL PUBLIC VALUES
FOLLOW ‘EXPLAIN WHY’ PRINCIPLE
OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA.

LEADERSHIP DEDICATED TO INNOVATION
ASSIGN A DEDICATED GOVERNMENTAL BODY
DEFINE A DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ROADMAP
DEVELOP IMPLEMENTATION PHASES

GUADALAJARA

“Health Now is access to health at the palm of your hand.” - MARCIA HUÇULAK, CURITIBA’S HEALTH SECRETARY.

“THE MUNICIPALITY CONNECTS THE DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS
WITH ONE ANOTHER AND PROVIDE RESOURCES AND
PERSONNEL IN ORDER TO TAKE INNOVATION PROJECTS OFF
THE GROUND..”
Curitiba’s vision of what a smart
city should be goes beyond
digitizing government processes
and offering bureaucratic services.
The city aims to improve citizen’s
quality of life and to create an
ecosystem capable of fostering
innovation and creativity, through
initiatives such as Vale do Pinhao
and Chef’s Garden, and the Health
Now App. These initiatives show
how Curitiba acts upon its view of a
digital government: demonstrating
the Municipality’s desire to foster
a relationship with their citizens
that is open to constant interaction,
where innovation not only streams
from the government but from
society as well.
Vale do Pinhao is an innovation
ecosystem created by the
Municipality, through their
Development Agency, with the
scope of promoting innovation
through entrepreneurship, creative
economy and technology. It’s
made up of different stakeholders:
citizens, start-ups, universities,
accelerators, incubators,
investment funds, research &
development centres, cultural &
creative movements, etc. The goal
is pursued by the promotion of
innovation projects and events,
information sharing, capacitation

and networking between these
groups, and all events offered by
the Development Agency are free of
charge and open to the public. The
Municipality connects the different
stakeholders with one another and
provide resources and personnel
in order to take the innovation
projects off the ground; making
a bridge between entrepreneurs
and entities that promote the
development of new business and
connecting start-ups with possible
investors. Besides attending the
events, it’s also possible for startups to register with Vale do Pinhão.
This will offer them guidance
through their development process
and help on promoting their
business (through a video pitch
of the company). Further, they
can take part in the Municipality’s
meetings for the promotion of
start-ups. This ecosystem is
organized in 5 pillars: Education
and entrepreneurship; Technology;
Re-urbanization; Fiscal incentives
and articulation of the ecosystem.
These will be expanded on over the
page. Chef’s garden, World Smart
City Awards Finalist in the category
of Urban Development 2018, is a
community garden project situated
in urban areas, that tackles the
problem of vegetable surpluses. It

is an initiative created together
with famous chefs in the city.
Here the chefs subscribe their
restaurants into the project and
pay a monthly fee, in order to
get vegetables. At the same
time they are involved in the
cultivation process, having a close
relationship with the producers.
As for the producers, besides
exchanging knowledge with the
chefs, the initiative provides them
with extra income, training and
lower production costs. Overall,
the project has become an
educational and social gathering
environment for the community.
Health Now App: Created by
the Municipality of Curitiba, the
Health Now App won the Latam
Smart Cities Awards in 2018,
which promotes smart cities
initiatives. The App was created
so that citizens can book premedical and dental appointments,
and today is also a helpful tool
for mothers to be. It provides
them with: all the information on
the baby’s development stages;
a contraction calculator; prenatal
booking appointments; reference
on maternity wards, including a
virtual tour of the facility where
they will give birth.

LATIN AMERICA
CURITIBA

DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL
INCREASE DIGITAL LITERACY

INFRASTRUCTURE AS FACILITATOR
INTRODUCE DIGITAL PASSPORT
BUILD FUNDAMENTAL FRAMEWORK
INTEGRATE WIDER NETWORKS
MAKE SERVICES INTEROPERABLE
APPLY ENCRYPTION MEASURES

CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
ENGAGE THE PUBLIC
BUILD CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL SYNERGIES
INTRODUCE ‘GOVERNMENT AS A BRIDGE’

CURITIBA
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LATIN AMERICA

Other D9 countries include Canada, Estonia, Israel, Mexico, New Zealand., Portugal, South Korea and the United
Kingdom. - DIGITAL GOVT. NZ

URUGUAY

URUGUAY, FOR OVER 10 YEARS, HAS TREATED DIGITAL
INNOVATION AS A POLICY GUIDED BY THE PRINCIPLE OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION WITH EQUITY, GIVING ALL EQUAL ACCESS
TO DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION, REGARDLESS OF AGE, GENDER,
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OR SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS.
In order to execute this policy,
Uruguay has a Digital Agenda,
a document where the different
strategies related to the country’s
digital transformation are
set. Over the last ten years,
Uruguay has developed a wide
telecommunication infrastructure;
optic cables, offered free internet
to the population and provided
all children in public schools with
their own computer and internet
access. Today, the country is on its
4th Agenda, aiming to provide the
population with access to digital
technology and to reduce digital
gaps.
Three initiatives that exemplify
this are: Ibirapita Plan, National
Clinical History and Gub.uy. Gub.
uy is the government platform, in
which the information and services
of State are gathered in a single
platform. There, citizens can apply
for a passport, sign and validate
documents, have access to all the

services related to their account
and can also keep track on the
stages of their procedures. This site
a web sign up without ID, a digital
against their ID signature), or a
session initiated with digital ID and
an ID card reader, which provides
the maximum level of security.
The Ibirapita Plan is focused on
the digital inclusion of retirees. The
government provides tablets with
access to social media platforms,
digital cameras and access to the
country’s digital library. In addition,
workshops are offered to teach
retired individuals how to use the
tablets and applications; held both
by young volunteers and other
retirees. For the elderly population
this program gives them a chance
to socialize, share ideas, go out,
feel useful and reduce loneliness.
Subscribing to receive a tablet
can be done online or in physical

centre can also be found via the
programme’s website.
The National Clinical History is
a federal system, based upon
a central platform that allows
real time exchange of clinical
information between healthcare
providers, where all clinical history
is online and available to the
healthcare team.
As a result of these initiatives,
Uruguay have established an
electronic clinical history in their
healthcare sector and have a
population equipped with basic
digital skills to thrive throughout
other instances of digital
transformation. Uruguay, as part
of The Digital 9 (D9), helps other
governments by sharing their
digital practices and collaborating
to solve common problems, with
the collective goal of harnessing
digital technology to improve
citizens’ lives.
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USER CENTRICITY ACROSS SERVICE LAYERS
PUT USER NEEDS FIRST
CREATE ‘OPT- IN/OUT’ SCENARIOS
PERFORM USABILITY TESTING

- UK GOV DIGITAL SERVICES

LAUNCHED 2012 - OVER THE PAST SEVEN YEARS THE UK
GOVERNMENT DIGITAL SERVICES HAVE COMBINED NEARLY
2,000 GOVERNMENT WEBSITES INTO A SINGLE SITE - GOV.UK.
THE SITE GROUPS CITIZEN TASKS INTO ENTIRE JOURNEYS...
ARRANGED BY THEME RATHER THAN BY INTERNAL
GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE.

Proactive, low-friction, channel-agnostic and more rapidly iterating.”

CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE

For example, becoming a driving
instructor touches many different
government departments, and
yet the source of information
holistically guides citizens through
the requirements of the DVLA, the
requirements to obtain a license,
and how to set up and register
your own business. These tasks
have a comprehensive walkthrough with all the steps required
cross-departmentally from the
user perspective of the citizen.
Unusually the digital infrastructure
of GOV UK streamlines services
for users but the analytics are
managed by individual departments
and so this limits the scale of
site wide transformations and
insights on how people actually
use the entire site. The process of
iteratively developing the site has

taken many forms, and actively
relied on extensive collaboration,
both across the UK government
and externally with citizens,
users and expert groups. One
example of this was a series of
Sprint events, open to all civil
servants and some citizens, held
around the UK to share progress,
and learn more about the future
of digitisation at Gov UK. Now
nearly all services are digitised,
GOV UK’s next priority is to shift
towards being more “proactive,
low-friction, channel-agnostic and
more rapidly iterating”. Some of the
new priorities of GOV.UK include a
consent based model, that supports
the “spectrum of user needs about
sharing data”.This work is reliant on
a secure and privacy-centric digital
identity ecosystem – and relies

on the government being able to
share data cross departmentally
when there is a need. One early
initiative developed in line with
this is the “Brexit Checker”is
one example that explores this
potential. The tool provides links
to content and services related
to Brexit, compiled through a
checklist, which produces a
‘personalised’ set of results
without actually collecting any
data about the individual user.
It returns over 19,000 variations
of the results page – but work is
ongoing to make this even more
personalised. Personalised forms
of access are also in development,
with work currently being done to
deliver services and information
via voice assistant, though these
are yet to be released.
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ENGAGE THE PUBLIC
JOIN DIGITAL GOVERNMENT ALLIANCES
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At the end of 2018, about 50.000 people from 165+ countries around the world were Estonia’s e-Residents and
around 6.000 companies had been digitally established. -E-ESTONIA.COM

AUSTRALIA

ESTONIA 2:
SOLUTION
ESTONIA E RESIDENCY

“FOR US, E-ESTONIA HAS LED TO CREATING A SOCIETY WITH
MORE TRANSPARENCY, TRUST AND EFFICIENCY. WE HAVE
LEARNED THAT DEVELOPING E-SOLUTIONS IS NOT MERELY
ABOUT ADDING SOMETHING, BUT CHANGING EVERYTHING.”

The e-Residency programme
has been in place since 2014,
providing digital entrepreneurs
the freedom to establish and
manage an EU-based company
paperlessly from anywhere in the
world. The application process is
done entirely online, through the
programme’s website in a quick
and inexpensive manner. Upon
approval the applicant will be sent
an e-Residency kit, consisting of
a digital ID card, card reader and
The kit grants access to Estonia’s
e-government services and the
new e-resident is now able to
sign and authenticate contracts
digitally, as well as encrypt and
send documents securely, thus
having full online access to the
registration and management of
an EU based company. To note:
e-Residency does not confer
citizenship, tax residency, physical
residency or right of entry to
Estonia or the European Union. In
an assessment made by the end

of 2018, about 50.000 people from
165+ countries around the world
were Estonia’s e-Residents and
around 6.000 companies had been
digitally established. The country is
from those businesses but also
from increased business done with
and within the Estonian market. The
programme is being developed with
an iterative mindset and ongoing
goals of constant improvement,
making research a continuous part
of the implementation.
In 2019 Estonia government shared
the white paper e-Residency 2.0,
a document that brought together
a wide range of stakeholders
- throughout the private and
public spectrum - in producing
recommendations for the next
stage of development. These
recommendations range across
the areas of business, technology,
security and culture and aim

associated with the development
of the programme: Growing
regulations in European banking
access to non-Europeans; The
e-residency business model
revealed to be unclear; Potential
security threats; There is growing
unease about the risks associated
with e-residents; The e-residency
programme put pressure on
Estonia’s general e-services,
making continuous improvement
to the programme paramount.
The e-Residency programme
was only possible due to
the advanced and functional
e-government model of the
country, namely the existence
of an interconnected network

and security of digital services
helped open up the government
to citizens and the world and an
iterative implementation mindset
for constant feedback and
improvement maintains progress
everyone implicated by e-Residency. and an adaptable model.
There are some challenges
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“PEOPLE ARE AT THE HEART OF EVERYTHING THAT
WE DO. BY DESIGNING AROUND THOSE WE SERVE,
WE CREATE A COMMON CAUSE TO MAKE SURE THAT
GOVERNMENT CAN DELIVER AS ONE ORGANISATION.”
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AGENCY - AUSTRALIAN
GOVERNMENT
Australia has dealt with the
threat of cyber-attacks and
data breaches in the past.
This has not discouraged
INFRASTRUCTURE AS FACILITATOR
the government’s digitisation
INTRODUCE A DIGITALofPASSPORT
services but contributed
INTEGRATE WIDER NETWORKS
to a recent restructuring
APPLY ENCRYPTION METHODS
and investment in bettering
the system. In a recent
policy brief [1] the main
areas of urgent action

LEADERSHIP DEDICATED TO INNOVATION

integrated architecture
ASSIGN A DEDICATED GOVERNMENTAL
BODY
and infrastructure
DEFINE A DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
ROADMAPof
e-government, and a
functioning digital identity
ecosystem with digital
signature. The goal is to
simplify interaction for both
citizens and businesses with
the government, and expand
the rate of secure services

and transactions online.
In order to set this change
in motion, the Australian
Digital Transformation
Agency implemented a
strategy and road map
until 2015 highlighting
three strategic priorities: to
transform the government
to be easily accessible
by citizens, to make a
collaborative relationship
between government and
citizens, and to transform it
are divided into sub-goals
including full digitalisation
and seamless integration of
services; implementation of
an easy and secure digital
identity granting access
to all services; providing
alternatives for users with

ESTONIA

limited digital access;
making services smart and
able to adapt to the data
users choose to share; using
advanced technologies to
improve decision-making
and become transparent
and auditable; earn users
trust through being strong
custodians of their data;
promoting collaboration
with other sectors, including
small and medium-sized
enterprises, community
organisations and academia;
developing sustainable
platforms shareable across
government; delivering value
for people and businesses
by managing costs and risks.
The different projects follow
a strong agile framework
research and methodology.

EUROPE
PORTUGAL

The AMA (Agency for the Modernization of Administration) is the institution responsible for the e-ID and for
leading the digital transformation of the country.
- AMA.GOV.PT

CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
BUILD CROSS DEPARTMENTAL SYNERGIES
JOIN DIGITAL GOVERNMENT ALLIANCES

DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL
INCREASE DIGITAL LITERACY
SET MINIMUM USABILITY STANDARDS

“PUBLIC SERVICES WITH THE CITIZEN AT THE CENTRE.”
countries in Europe to introduce
issued in 2006 and the electronic
passport in 2007. The e-ID came
to replace several previous
documents - namely the previous
ID card, the social security card,
the national health service card,
the voting card - combining them
all in this one secure document.
modernizing and digitizing are part
of a continuous restructuring of
governmental services. The AMA
(Agency for the Modernization of
Administration) is the institution
responsible for the e-ID and for
leading the digital transformation

action are the digital authentication
of identity and related services,
the interoperability tool iAS making possible the integration
and communication of different
digital government services - and
the integration of Information and
Communication Technologies.
Recently, the AMA has launched
a new website called ePortugal,
which aims to be the entry way
to all the electronic services and
provide all information on how to
access and use those services.
Parallel to this, there are two other
related websites worthy of mention:
the app.gov.pt, providing a list of
all the downloadable government
related apps; and the usabilidade.
gov.pt, dedicated to providing
open data, resources and tools,
as well as recommendations and

style guides for the design and
development of governmental
digital applications and platforms.
Another of AMA’s initiatives is
LabX, a research, co-creation and
testing lab for innovation in public
service that has been developing
diverse projects since 2017. One
successful example led to the
of the electronic invoicing system
for the internal governmental
contracting processes. LabX is
also involved in training projects
to empower public servants
and guide public service culture
towards an innovative mindset,
and provides an online toolkit to
help public servants to develop
their own citizen-centered
services.

TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATION
DEFINE DIGITAL PUBLIC VALUES
SHARE GOVERNMENT DATA
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According to Kereteletswe (2009) and Pheko (2009), broadband penetration stands at 1 per cent, Internet users at 6 per cent
while PC penetrations stand at 3 per cent of the population.

AFRICA
AFRICA
BOTSWANA
SOLUTION 1:
BOTSWANA

“BECOMING THE INTEGRATED GOVERNMENT, BY PROVIDING
UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO SERVICES IN A CONVENIENT, EFFICIENT,
TRANSPARENT AND RELIABLE WAY” E-GOVERNMENT MASTER PLAN 2015-21
The Republic of Botswana’s
Ministry for Transport and
Communications announced the
National e-government Strategy
in 2012, during the 10th National
Development Plan (NDP) and
proceeded to build a government
online portal where information
can be found regarding a number
of topics and services, and
where forms can be viewed and
downloaded. Prior plans had placed
priority on services that directly
“touch” citizens, including The
National Identity Card (OMANG),
Vital Statistics Registration (birth,
marriage, death, etc.), Land and
Property Registration Business
Registration and Licensing, The
Registration, National Statistics,
Government Core Services (HR,
Finance, Procurement, Project
Management & Knowledge
Management). The current plan
(NDP 11) places emphasis on the
development of these e-services,
broadband connectivity, as well as
implementation of e-government
projects. Botswana’s case study
in our portfolio illustrates how a
developing country takes steps
towards its vision for a smart
government. This case particularly
highlights the initial challenges

in basic connectivity that any
nation or city must address prior
to developing a digital government
platform. A notable challenge this
e-government faces is extending
this national vision to the second
sphere of governance; that of the
local governments (councils),
which stand at the forefront of
understanding citizen’s individual
needs. The country is sparsely
populated, and there are sixteen
local council authorities across the
country. Botswana still experiences
low levels of ICT usage and
penetration on mobile phones
(side). Whilst major cities may have
a higher level of connectivity, the
local level is crucial for improved
and enhanced service delivery, for
empowerment of citizens through
greater access to local authority
information and for increased
transparency and accountability of
local authorities.
One way that this case study
accessibility for all is through the
strategy of meeting people where
they are. In the Kweneng District
Council in Molepolole, the second
largest village in Botswana, the
local authorities have built a One
Stop Service Centre. One Stop

Service Centres are a necessity
for bringing all government
services to the people in one
physical place. The development
of service halls is a demonstration
that local authorities have the
potential to provide stability and
promote good governance from
one platform, serving people from
under one roof, and thus saving
citizens’ time and money from
going to different government
(as would be the case for the
intended digital platform).
The E-Government Master Plan
(2015-2021) also highlights
the value of a secure digital
infrastructure, through the
strategy of building the
fundamental digital frameworks
that will improve access to
information by reducing the
digital divide and improving
network speed. The Government
of Botswana has already
implemented massive projects
like the construction of
Kgalagadi Optical Fibre Network,
establishing ICT sector regulatory
and institutional framework, and
setting up an IT hub, and aims
to stabilize and diffuse these
projects through 2019.

LEADERSHIP DEDICATED TO INNOVATION
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The three thematic areas of the roadmap to digitization aim to “bring government closer to citizens and businesses and
create a more open, transparent, innovative, participatory and trustworthy government” (DGTS 2018 - 2022).

MAURITIUS
SOLUTION 2:
ESTONIA E RESIDENCY

“PEOPLE ARE AT THE HEART OF EVERYTHING THAT
WE DO. BY DESIGNING AROUND THOSE WE SERVE,
WE CREATE A COMMON CAUSE TO MAKE SURE THAT
GOVERNMENT CAN DELIVER AS ONE ORGANISATION.”
“IMPROVING DELIVERY OF SERVICE AS WELL AS THE
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AGENCY - AUSTRALIAN
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION THROUGH THE OPTIMAL USE
GOVERNMENT
OF EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES” - MAURITIUS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION MISSION.
and transactions online.
Mauritius is currently
following
government”.The
Mauritian
current strategy builds on these
Australia has dealt with the
In order
to set this change
its second transformation
E-Government
Strategy
2013
initiatives and was developed
threat of cyber-attacks
and
in motion,
the- Australian
strategy (2018 - 2022),
2017
had already enabled
the
through a strong user-centred
data breaches in the
past.
Digital Transformation
investing in transforming
its not discouraged
groundwork for the
current
approach,
integrating citizens’
This has
Agency
implemented
a
ICT infrastructure,
phase, implementing
several
via an extensive
themodernizing
government’s digitisation
strategy
and road feedback
map
and increasing competitiveness
digital services and
principles.
survey on the population.
of services but contributed
until
2015 highlighting
as a digital nation. The
Some of these
implementations
ThetoMauritius Government
to aDigital
recent restructuring
three
strategic priorities:
Government Transformation
are: the E-Procurement
that is adamant in making
and investment in bettering
transformapp
the-government
Strategy, publicly available
possible for
e-participation a strong part
the system. Inmakes
a recent
togovernment
be easily accessible
bodies
to
make
contracts
with
of this
policy brief [1] the main
by citizens, to make
a transformation, visible
guidelines for interoperability
suppliers
online; relationship
the
for example in the successful
areas of urgent
action completely
collaborative
of e-government services
E-Work Permit -between
the digital
issuer Smart
government
and Mobile Apps Platform
and presents a set ofintegrated
twelve architecture
citizens, and to transform it
principles, organized around
exemption,
and
others; an open
App or Family Welfare App and infrastructure of
three thematic areas - Openness
source
and
thesub-goals
making it easier for citizens to
e-government,
and policy
a
are strategy;
divided into
and Engagement, Governance
making
functioning digitalE-Payment
identity technology
including-full
digitalisation
and Coordination, andecosystem
Capacities with
it possible
to
do
digital
monetary
to of
apply to government welfare
digital and seamless integration
to Support Implementation
- The goal
transactions
in a secure
way; and programmes.
This is part of a
signature.
is to services;
implementation
of
meant to “bring government
a strong
data digital
broader and important principle
simplify interactionthe
for InfoHighway
both
an -easy
and secure
closer to citizens
and
infrastructure
for
data
sharing
in the current Strategy: the
citizens and businesses with
identity granting access
businesses and the
create
a more andbetween
creation of a data driven culture
government,
expand government
to all agencies
services; providing
open, transparent,the
innovative,
request and
the Public Sector.
rate of secure through
servicesan easy
alternatives
for users in
with
participatory and trustworthy
response agreement. The
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AFRICA

“Repair the errors of the past and to create a more just, equal, and peaceful country” (Republic of South Africa, 1996) - The
1996 Constitution was enacted in 1996 in one of the phases of the transition process from apartheid to democracy.

CAPE TOWN

“TRANSPORT IS A COMPLEX ECOSYSTEM, AND WE DON’T THINK
ANY ONE COMPANY WILL SOLVE IT….THAT’S WHY WE MADE
OUR PLATFORM OPEN AND HOPE THAT MANY ENDPOINTS WILL
DRAW ON THE DATA ….”
- DE VRIES (WHERE IS MY TRANSPORT CO FOUNDER)
CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
ENGAGE THE PUBLIC
BUILD CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL SYNERGIES
INTRODUCE ‘GOVERNMENT AS A BRIDGE’

The current smart city initiatives of
the Western Cape Government revolve
around developing four key pillars –
digital infrastructure, digital inclusion,
digital economy and e-government.
The Government of Cape Town has
chosen to invest heavily in information
technology, implementing an optical

Cape Town also utilise social media
across web and mobile devices to
communicate with individuals and
communities, and hold a Facebook
page, Twitter and Youtube account.
The Western Cape Government’s
commitment to an optimal digital
citizen participatory experience

data portal, with IBM’s own historical

risk and severity, and has assisted

USER CENTRICITY ACROSS SERVICE LAYERS

(Odendaal, 2011); developing an
extensive digital infrastructure to
optimise billing and procurement,
human resource management,

following examples:
A Government Usability Laboratory,

the city’s emergency response and
deployment system.
The ‘Where Is My Transport’ initiative,
is another positive example of the
open data framework is created after
13 local data collectors traversed,

PERFORM USABILITY TESTING

system within their e-government.
The government of South Africa has
devised strategies and plans for all
three spheres of legislation;national,
provincial and local, all three of which
have digital platforms and portals
where information is available to
the public, with some transactional
level services also available online.
Participation is of great importance
for the country, and is emphasised
in the constitution in order to “Repair
the errors of the past and to create a
more just, equal, and peaceful country”
(Republic of South Africa, 1996). This
that placed PCs in libraries for public
use; and new safety systems that are
implemented to monitor and control
crime through toll free numbers.
The local government of the city of

eye tracking and human observation
computer technology. Eye tracking
helps one to experience a system
through the eyes of your users.
Evaluators can observe where users
observed the intended content, and
form analysis of the user’s experience.
This ongoing research improves
usability, government websites and
services, encourages a higher adoption
of e-government and maximises the
uptake of e-services by users with
lower skills if sites are as easy as
possible to use. Cape Town’s digital
infrastructure and policy of open
enhancing transparency and generating
example initiative of this is the IBM Fire
Management Portal, which combines

geographical qualities, Cape Town is
one of South Africa’s cities most at
portal combines with the integrated

LEADERSHIP DEDICATED TO INNOVATION
DEFINE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ROADMAP

of this site is that it combines both
formal transit information with the
informal minicab network. Minicabs
are often the most affordable means
of transport for the majority of
South Africans, and travel through
neighbourhoods across the country.
This mode of transport however
is entirely unregulated and very
unpredictable. This mapped data is
local taxi companies, commuters and
developers who have the freedom,
agency and opportunity to expand
the dataset or develop the product
further, for example by incorporating
real time data or safety information
such as licenses, permits and drivers.

INFRASTRUCTURE AS FACILITATOR
BUILD FUNDAMENTAL FRAMEWORK
INTEGRATE WIDER NETWORKS

CAPE TOWN
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THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA IS EMBRACING THE MODEL
“GOVERNMENT AS A PLATFORM” BY FORMULATING AND
EXECUTING AN IT STRATEGIC PLAN TO ADDRESS THREE MAIN
CHALLENGES: GOVERNANCE, DATA AND DATA SHARING.
The Government of Canada is
making great steps implementing
its digital transformation with
the implementation of emerging

RESPONSIBLE USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) CANADA.CA

“As we explore the use of AI in government programs and services, we are ensuring it is governed by clear values, ethics, and laws.

USA & CANADA

Intelligence. Since 2016, it has
been developing an Automated
Decision-Making system to execute
or support administrative decision
making with the scope of improving
the delivery of services. Alongside
this tool - in order to ensure
the responsible use of AI - the
Algorithmic Impact Assessment
and inequality in algorithm design
and monitoring. For example, one
requirement is that algorithms
must provide an explanation in
support of each decision, which is
then approved or disapproved by a
human entity.
harness the power of these
technologies and foster innovation,
the Government of Canada is open
to collaboration on these initiatives

providers which are accountable for
the quality of the solutions provided
and work together with public
entities to serve the citizens.
the Government of Canada
is embracing the model of
Government as a Platform (GaaP)
to address the challenges of
governance and its information
management. According to the
Canada, Alex Benay, the principal
challenge with governance is that
throughout the years, each of the
39 ministries has been investing
individually in technology. This
lack of a consistent strategy as a
collection and storage of the data
provided by the citizens.
“Because of this, citizens have to
register separately for each service
provided by the different ministries.
As a result, we have an ongoing
redundancy situation: the same
citizen data existing in each of the
different ministries.”

In response, the digital
infrastructure of the Canadian
government is developing a
data-sharing philosophy between
ministries, rather than a datacopying philosophy. The solution
is to centralize and standardize
the governmental infrastructure,
by providing all services on a
common, open and evolving
platform that can connect people,
services and service providers
simultaneously. This service can
be effectively achieved by using a
cloud-based provision of services,
which is agile, elastic and
therefore greatly advantageous.
Canada plans to “start as small as
possible and grow gradually”, as
said by the CIO. In the short-term,
entities such as “The Enterprise
Architecture Review Board” and
the “Canadian Digital Service
Board” have been established to
maintain and implement this open
government vision and - given the
long development times - ensure
that the interests of the citizens
are kept on the front line.
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“Using empathy and curiosity, we can effectively address our user’s needs” - UNITED STATES DIGITAL SERVICE MISSION

SOLUTION 2:

12

THE VALUE OF THESE INITIATIVES LIES...IN THE BIGGER CAUSE
THAT SOME OF THEM ARE SERVING: IMPROVING THE CITIZEN’S
CONDITIONS AND PROVIDING THE GOVERNMENTAL SERVICE
HUMANS DESERVE.
In August 2014, President Obama
commissioned the “United States
Digital Services (USDS)” to change
the approach the government has
to technology and the provision
of its services. Their approach
is user-centered, iterative and
data driven. Amongst its current
accomplishments is the support
to the Department of Citizenship
and Immigration Services (USCIS),
through the deployment of ELIS
(Electronic Immigration System):
a management system for internal
administration purposes.
Another example of the USDS’ value
of collaboration is the development
of a medicare API called Blue
Buttons 2.0, which enables
medicares’ data to be accessed
for applications developed by third
parties. The private sector present
a various spectrum of initiatives
and solutions aimed towards the
support of government practices, as
well as the community involvement

and accessibility to citizen services,
through technology. “Government
Technology”, publishes a yearly
list of top 100 of these companies
that impact the landscape and
contribute to the betterment of
society. These included solutions
promoting transparency, such as
“ClearGov”, a software “helping
citizens better understand their
performance”, to
others in the name of agency, such
as “Bang the Table”, an online
community engagement platform
which serves over 300 government
organizations worldwide.
The size of business ranges from
start-ups to well-established
enterprises, whom offer solutions
to local municipalities or even
directly to citizens, providing a
platform of communication to
otherwise far entities. Some of
these help governments with
communication with citizens,

data collection and analysis
and information management,
such as “Esri”, which provides
geographic information system
software to visualise information
about the city. Others provide a
service for the citizens directly,
aiding them in the access to
information, civic empowerment
and participation. Another
example is “Promise”, which in the
long terms aims to provide a costeffective and humane alternative
to incarceration by providing
legal institutions with tools and
the criminal justice system. As
it can be deduced from the latter
case, the value of these initiatives
lies, other than in the optimisation
of processes, in the bigger cause
that some of them are serving:
improving the citizen’s conditions
and providing the governmental
service humans deserve.

CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
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Philadelphia Municipality Technology Strategic Plan (Implementation Starting In 2019) . Their Transition Consists Of Six
Different Elements, Which Contribute To The City’s Vision Of Technological Advancement And Increased Participation.

SOLUTION 2:
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“CREATING TRANSPARENCY AROUND THE PLANNING PROCESS
AND INCORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
AND FEEDBACK”
-PHILADELPHIA IT STRATEGIC
The City of Philadelphia has a
comprehensive website and is
Plan: a collection of current and
future initiatives aimed to leverage
innovation, public engagement,
increased access and governmental
citizens of Philadelphia. Their
transition to an innovative
Philadelphia accelerated in 2014,
when the city promoted the “STEM
Program Asset Map”, a platform
which helps individuals to locate
local education programs in the
Science, Technology, Engineering
Since then the ecosystem
evolved gradually, with increasing
participation from citizens and
third parties. There are six general
strategies that they outline on

three levels: the internal processes
of the municipality, the external
ecosystem and the interface
between the municipality and the
ecosystem, outlined on the left.
Focusing on the interface between
the government and the city,
digitizing the processes and
services provides a considerable
advantage from both an internal
and external perspective, in terms
of security, quality and time
of delivery of the service. The
strategies relating to this element,
are the following: “To Increase
Digital Access and Equity”, relating
to skills and the relationship that
citizens have with technology; and
“To Improve Online Public Service
Delivery”, relating to the efforts of
the municipality to offer an easily
accessible and operable digital

service. The two strategies are
interdependent: to harness the
potential of today’s digital tools,
governments must provide digital
services and citizens must be able
to access them.
One example of an initiative
relating to the strategy “To
Increase Digital Access and
Equity” is the KEYSPOT Network,
a network of computers and
workstations across 50 locations
in the city of Philadelphia.
Eighteen of these are situated
in recreational centres, while
others are located in community
organizations. This tackles the
challenge of digital illiteracy as
well as facilitating access to
digital governmental services in
low-income neighbourhoods.

CULTIVATION OF A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE

TITLE
TITLE
PHILADELPHIA
INTRODUCE GOVERNMENT AS A BRIDGE

DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL
INCREASE DIGITAL LITERACY
MEET PEOPLE WHERE THEY ARE
INCREASE DIGITAL LITERACY
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TECHNOLOGY GLOSSARY

BIG DATA
systematically extract data sets that are usually
too large to be maintained by regular database
management systems.

BIOMETRICS

DATA ANALYTICS

is the process of examining data sets in order to
draw conclusions about the information they contain.
Nowadays this is done with the increased aid of
specialized software.

DATA ENCRYPTION

behavioral traits.

is a security method that makes data encoded and
can only be accessed and/or decrypted by a user with
the rights to do so; they must be in the possession of
what is called an encryption key.

BROADBAND

DIGITAL KEY
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ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE

refers to electronic data or other symbol in digital
format that is used by any party intending to sign a
document online. An electronic signature holds the
same legal power as a physical one.

FIBRE-OPTIC BROADBAND

Broadband transmissions are multiple data, signal,
signals get sent from one place to another via pulses

INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)

In telecommunications, broadband is wide bandwidth
data transmission which transports multiple signals

Digital keys enable one to securely log in to online
services. These keys are unique and in the possesion
of people with the legal power to access the
respective services.

is a system of interrelated computing and digital
devices, as well as objects, animals and humans
that have the ability to transfer data over the internet
without the need for interaction between humans and
computers.

CLOUD COMPUTING

DOCUMENT VERIFICATION / VALIDATION

LIDAR SCANNERS

is an online service that allows for on-demand use of
data storage or computing power over the internet.
Such resources are stored in data centers worldwide
and can be distributed upon demand.

is a quality management system that reviews,
inspects and tests any technical document that gets
sent into the system in order to establish whether it
meets the regulatory standards.

or Light Detection And Ranging / Laser Imaging
Detection And Ranging scanners, is a technology
that’s commonly used to calculate the distance
between objects and surfaces.

MACHINE LEARNING
Intelligence (AI), that provides systems with the
ability to learn, adapt and overcome experiences
without it being explicitly programmed to overcome
these problems.

OPEN DATA

Open Data is data that can be accessed, downloade
and r-edistributed freely (or at a reasonable
reproduction cost) by everyone over the internet.

VOICE ASSISTANT
language processing and speech synthesis to provide
aid to the user by listening to simple commands of
their voice.

WEB APPLICATION

A web application , or web app, is “client server
computer program” that is run by the client on their
desktop. An example of this would be Internet
Explorer.
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